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NOT FOR PUBLICATION
BEFORE TIME OF DELIVERY
Speech by the Rt. Hon, J. Enoch Powell, MP, to a
meeting of the South Kensington Young.Conservatives
in the Town Hall, Kensington
at 8.30 pm, Thursday, 30 September 1976

"I never understood, Er Pmell, why you gave up your seat
at Wolverhampton". "I never heard the reason, Mr Powell, why you
advised the electors to vote Labour in 19741t. It would be
natural, but it would be foolish, for a politician who found these
sentences constantly recurring in a far from negligible proportion
of the abundant mail which he received from the general public to
be assailed by feelings of surprise or even exasperation. Just
•

because politicians are absorbed in political events and vicissitudes, there is, mercifully, no reason why their fellow mortals
should share the same taste or suffer from the same depraved
inclination: other people's lives are filled with their awn
business, and they attend only fitfully and superficially tc what
fills the columns of Hansard and provides the political journalists
and commentators with a livelihood. Nor, just because events by
which one's personal life has been turned inside out remain
indelibly fixed, with all the relevant dates and details, in one's
memory,is there the slicfhtestreason why those events should keep
a foothold, even if they ever had it, in the recollection of the
rest of the world.
It is therefore with uncomplaining humility that I propose
this evening to answer - or rather, to answer yet once more
these two questions, which evidently puzzle and dismay considerable
numbers of people who, after all, do me the honour of attachin
some interest and concern to my words and actions. Nevertheless9
would not have been tempted into doin;zthis simply by the fact
that your invitation, as Young Conservatives, to me, a nonConservative, affords an aripropriateand indeed rather piquant
opportunity for public explanation. If the matter were one of
purely personal and biographical interest, I would have been quite
content to leave it to the bio-ra7ohers,the historians and the
w.rit(-1-0 OfiQ.r.t.i.01A.q 171 urivev"ity

(ion:=1.rtme_nts
of political

2 science to get the answers right or wrong - or more likely, as is
the case in human affairs, part right and part wrong.

I claim

your attention to these questions and to my answers not on any
personal grounds but because issues profoundly imuortant to the
health and perhaps survival of parliamentary democracy are inin the law-books
cases/which are important
leading
those
like
rather
volved. It is
because of the principles they enshrine

and not cf

the criminals or litigants by whose names they happen to be known.
All my political life I have commended to those from whom I
sought election what I believe to be the essential function of
party in parliamentary democracy. A party, namely, is not a fac,tion or club of individuals who associate for mutual assistance

Amk in

acauiring and retaining office. It is a body of persons who

hold, advocate and desire to bring into effect certain political
urinciples and policies.

The Romans, no more than the Greeks,

a word for party in that sense; but in the days of

had

the republic they understood the thing very well, and Cicero used
to express it accurately if somewhat clumsily by his recurring
phrase lEER SERTIENTES DE RE PUELICA, "those of like opinions
about the public interest". It is because of party in this sense
that the electorate at a General Election is, cr ought to be,able
to choose,by a majority, not only its government but-unepurposes
of its government. They vote thereby not for persons but for
policies.
There can be no body of men, especially of the number and
diversity comprised in a parliamentary party, who, despite their
general affinity and agreement,can be at one on all subjects.
The individuals will not merely give different emphases to differ-

_

ent parts of their party's policy, but there will be elements from
which they actually dissent.

Unless and until they become members

of an administration and thus accept collective responsibility for
all the adminis ration's acts, a candidate or member can - and
normally should - indicate his points of disagreement without
impairing thereby the effectiveness of the electoral process.
While he retains his Eurkeian independence of judgment, the

—3 —
electors retain their equally Burkeian privilege of choosing poliby choosing party. Whatever the personal reservations of Candidate
A or Candidate B, the electorate know for what sort of government
they are opting when they vote for him as party candidate. The
only qualification is, of course, that a candidate's dissent must
relate to particular subjects, however important, and cannot
amount to dissent from the general principles and programme on
which his party aspireu to -overn.
a

Most General Elections do represent the offer of/choice
b tween such broad principles and programmes. From time to time
however an Election is called specifically to test the country's
,

• -

acceptance or rejection of an individual policy, even though
tho'gh
nothing can prevent other issues being raised and most electors
may still make their decision on the basis of their general view
of the respective party images. The General Election of February
1974 was a classic case in point.

It was expressly called with

the object of seeking support and authority for thedeath governmeitt
prices and incomes policy.

That being so, no Conservative party

candidate could declare himself opposed to that policy without
rendering the electoral process meaningless. On many other
matters - from aid to developing countries to tactical nuclear
weapons - he was free to state a personal and, if necessary, a
dissenting view:

on the Government's prices and incomes policy,

by the nature of the case, he was committed.
Now I had not only, along with all other Conservative candidates, fouht

the 1970 Election on a Party manifesto which

utterly rejected the

11

philoaphy of compulsory wage control".

had not only been for

many years previously one of the most vocal

public critics of the

very principle of prices and incomes policy.

What mattered was that from the moment in September 1972 when the
Conservative Government embraced such a policy, I had attacked,
denounc d and ridiculed it, I had predicted its failure, and I
had voted against it in the lobbie . How, short of humiliating
and insincere recantation or open defiance of the very meaning cf
narty and parliamentary democracy, could such a person stand as

— 4

a Conservative candidate at any election fought primarily and
explicitly on that very issue?
What I have said already makes it unnecessary to waste many
words on the fatuous suggestion that such a person might stand as
an Independent Conservative or an Independent. "Independent
Conservative" would be disrewatable use of a designation in order
party policy. As for
to secure party votes while op-oosincF
"Independent", the basic mechanism of party as the lynchpin of
parliamentary democracy makes the independent candidate an irrelevant absurdity. A single imaginary question settles the pcint.
"Mr Candidate, if you find you have the deciing vote in an evenly
balanced new House of Commons, will you use it to turn the

0

Government out or to keep them in?"

The candidate cannot refuse

to answer; when he does so, he ceases to be an independent
candidate.
T have, then, answered the first of,my two questions - why

I did not stand in -lebruary1974 and thereby of necessity'deased
to be a Conservative; for one cannot belong to a party whose cause
t/t
/one cannot advocate. But before I turn to the second ouestion,
there are some reflections which obtrude themselves. I was not
the only Conservative Member of the 1970 Parliament who was opposed
to prices-and-incomes policy and shocked by the Conservative
Government's adoption of it.

If the logic of parliamentary demo-

cracy was irrefutable and inescapable in my case - as it was ;hat of them?
rine?"

° Where", as someone might have remarked, "are the

All human institutions have their dark side;

and the

question I have just posed turns up the rou7h and seamy reverse
side of the garment .of -oarliamentarydemocracy. Of course, it is
had been quite so explicit, notorious and untrue that no -etrpry
qualified as I had in condemning and opposing the Government's
prices and incomes policy;

material doubt that
but thereAyl..Irrio

a number of men stood and wore elected as Conservative candidates,
in February 1974 who were opposed to the very policy for which,by
askin7 the
.
the fact of being Conservative candida'es the7,,vere
support and approval of the electorate. They did so because the

- 5 only alternative to the self-contradiction which they accepted, and
of which the more sensitive will carry the scars as long as tney
life and career - something
live, was the end of their politd_eal
with more equanimity at 61 than at 51 or
which can be contefliplated
41 or 31.

For that reason among many others, I point no finger

and'imply no judgment; but the fact remains that we are face to
face with the price that must be paid - I said "must° because the
article cannot be had at any lower price - for parliamentary democracy.

The more crucial

iS

an issue,to the life not just of a

government but of the nation itself, the more cruully and ruthlessly is the possibility of public dissent fromthoseinside a
. political party eliminated.

) It is only by an exception which proves the rule that'',am

alive to tell the tale - and that brings me to the second question
I must answer.
I preface it by a confession. Until a few years ago I had
always taken it for granted that for any Conservative of any desa4:,tion, lot alone for any Tory, the political independence of the
United Kingdom was an unconditional presupposition in peace, as
::ellas in war, and that its preservation was a cause which

,

justified and indeed demanded any sacrifice, individual or collective, including the sacrifice of life and limb.

I accepted that

Conservatives and especially Tories might quetion the extension
the nineteenth
of that ultimate and instinctive loyalty to -:fhat
century knew as Greater Britain and the twentieth century has known
successively as the Empire and as the Commonwealth, But I confess that as to the essential nation itself, this realm, it had
never occurred to me to doubt the Conserv-tive Party's total
commitment.
I w-s wrong;

evidently I was wrong.

with incredulity and

then with angry astonishment I saw the Conservative Party not
merely agree to cede, in the most complete and formal manner, that
sovereign omnicompetence of Parliament which for Britain is the
essence of political ind pendence, in order to becomc a member of
the EuroxpeanEconomic Community, but proclaim that to amalgamate

6
the United Kingdom into a new West European state was the very
object and justification of this act.

Through the mouth of its

leader in the highest office under the Crown the Conservative
Party declared that the nation state as exemplified by an independent and self-governing United Kingdom was obsolete. Thereby for
me the Conservative Party ceased to

e the Conservative Party

which I thought I knew and to whose causes my political life had
been devoted.

It became an incomprehensible stranger ttr-tte,

though ap-parentlythe incomprehension was mutual, because despite
all that I said and did the Party seemed unaware that anything had
happened.

I remember that in June 1973, in a radio programme

widely reported and commented on, I declared that I would-ft:m=4
live my life out, if I must, in a Socialist Britain if that was
the price of Britain not losing its political independence. I
remember that in the same month of June 1973 I explicitly identified membership of the Community as one of those supreme questions
over which, like Joseph Chamberlain over Home Rule, politicians
not merely quit but destroy the parties they were reared in.

The

speech was carried in blaring headlines in the entire national
press;

but it later ipcame apparent that, if many had heard, few

had been listening.
No man can deeide what others

regard as the supreme

objects - in life or in politics. Indeed we do not decide for
ourselves. The decisions are taken for us already by our make-up,
which is wh- nations arc born and not made - and perhaps why they
.410

he

and are not destroyed.

17x.
mo, however, there could be no

hesitation: no means of preserving or recovering the independence
which Britain had lost and was losing in the Common Market must be
neglected - any more than means of survival in war could be
neglected.

The Labour Party in Parliament with negligible absten-

tions opposed tho European Communities Bill tooth and nail in the
session of 1972, and I went through the lobbies with them 104
times, in every division that was called. By 1973, the Labour
Party, which in the country was strongly oppos-d to British membership, had adopted as its official polic7,a renegotiation of the

-7—

Treaty of Brussels which, in the terms proposed, would be tantamoult
to withdrawal and it offered to comply with the decision of a
national referendum if that were adverse to membership. It was
clear to me that at a General Election I coul, not stand against
a Party putting forward those proposals in favour of a Party whose
continuance in office would make Britain's membership as far as
humanly possible an irreversible fact.
I know therefore by the end of 1973 that unless some in—
calculable change came over the Conservative Party I must give my
supporters timely warning that I should not be defending my seat;
and I had fixed upon hay of 1974 as the latest date by which in
all reason and fairness I must do so.

In the event the matter

was struck out of my hand by the unforeseen event of the Prime
which
linister suddenly dissolving Parliament upon an issue/4as I have
explained, made it in any case impossible for me to defend my seat
as a Conservative candidate. This left me with only one question
to answer, and that not a difficult one, namely, whether to keep
silence as I stopped out of public life or whether, at this
supposedly last moment of it, to exert wh t authority and influence
and all—
I still possessed in the cause, which to me was supreme ,.
/ ,
latter,i
embracing, of national independence. I chose the
imaginliw that an unforeseeable and improbable outcome would
shortly afterwards bring me back to Parliament as a Idemberof a
small independent party committed to opposition to Britain's loss
of independence by membership of the European Community.
Unlike the issue on which the then prime minister fought the
February 1974 election, the issue on which I sought, and perhaps
secured, his defeat in it has not become obsolete or beer carried
away down the stream of events.

It remains, despite the sham

renegotiation of 1974 75 and the 2 to 1 outcome of the 1975
-

referendum, at the centre of Eritish T)olitics,inasmuch as t:e
existence of the state itself is the major premiss which subtends
all lesser auestions. It h7.3not lain down;
and it w17

subjct

thc:political parti s and thereby parliamentary

dam ocrecy itself to a grileTling ed ,

proec,dcnted tot.

it will not lie do7.

in r cent history, un—

- 8 At the time of the referendum more than half the ParliamentTy
Labour Party, including more than half the members of it who held
office, were opposed to British membership. Debate afteI debate
has shown that tho grounds of that opposition ,14T

overwhelmingly

the determination not to allow polideal decision in Britain to be
transferred away from the British electorate. In short they are
the r asons which I and no doubt others had supposed to be inalienable - though not of course exclusive - to the Conservative Party.
In the last year there is not the slightest doubt that the majority_
of which I speak in the Labour Party has increased, not diminished-.
Moanwhile opposite there sits a Conservative Party in which the
spokesmen of parliamentary self-government and national independonce have dwindled to a little group contemptuously tolerated by
their colleagues and nuLlbering.,
when mustered

barely a dozen.

Whatever qubts or traumas
they are
_
estoppe4,not so much 451-theirvotes in a former Parliament as
the very fact tha4 they twice offered themselves as Conservati:e
t4'

candidates in l974yrom resisting the institution of direct elec',-tions to a European Parliament which will seal the accept nce of

Britain's rel gation to provincial status in a European federal st-2.:L
No doubt in this proportion the Conservative Party in Parliament does not corroctly represont the rank and file of its voters,
though alas, it is evidont that it all too wall represents the
some of
financial and commercial interests and/the social classes who are
asociated with it.

Cn the other hand, the majority of the Labour

Party in Parliament is in this su-premematter backed by a probably
larger majority still of those in the country whom it represents
and who furnish its electoral base.

By an incredible and for many

a heart-rending reversal of roles it is the,Labour Party which is
now the patriotic party.
c

In 1940 the voice which cried 'Speak for

land' came from a Tory bench.

I do not pr-sume to forecast what

It comes from there no lon,27er.
is

portended by this crucial in-

version of the functions of the political T=ties.

I only say that

they misjudge the significance of party in our parliamentary democracy who imagine that the consecunces of that inversion will be
easily undone,

11OTFOR PU73LICATION
BEFORE TIME OF DELIVERY
Speech by the Rt.Hen.J.hoch Powell, MP, to the
Delegates Meeting of the South Down Unionist Association
Castle Ballroom, Banbridge, Co. Down
at 8 pm, Thursday, 16 September 1976
allim• ••

When you invited me, two years ago, to "come over into
Macedonia and help"you, you asked me for a promise - a promise
which I gladly gave - that I would stand as your candidate again
in the parliament after this, if you should wish it.
that it has indeed proved your unanimous wish.

I am proud

However long cr

short my future parliamentary life may be, I want nothing better
than to sit in Parliament as the Member for South Down.
It is as an Ulster Unionist Association that you have adopted
me, and as an Ulster Unionist that I accept the future candidatlu:e.
Our party is the direct and rightful representative of that Ulster
Unionism which saved this province for the United Kingdom and kept
her people a free and democratically governed people through more
than seventy perilous years.
It is not only that I sit as an Ulster Unionist in this
present Parliament. It was as the colleague and friend of Ulster
Unionist members in the parliament of 1970 that I joined them in
opposing and denouncing measures which all the world now realises
have broughtnothing but disaster and, if persisted in, would have
destroyed Ulster and disgraced Britain.
%-ritrP-0

I can therefore bear

that through all that period never once has this Party

wavered in affirmino.the Uliium and

xaltj_ng the rule of law.

Above all and not for the first time I pay tribute tonight to our
leader, Harry 'lest,from wholnneither taunts ncr threats, neither
emergencies nor disaster, have ever extorted a single word which
a loyal subject of the Crown in Parlia ent and a citizen dedicated
to the maintenance of lawful a -nority might not cheerfully and
honourably utter.
It was however not L7implyas an Ulster Unionist that I ,rras
elected Ilemberof Parliamr,ntfo7-„outh Down two years ago.

I

stood as a carc:idateendorsed by the UnitPd Ul.ter Unionist
"the treble UC", comiprisingour Party, the Vanguard

- 2
Party and the Democratic Unionist Party; and my election address,
from which I have not departed one iota and which I carry with me
always like the scroll of the law, was the joint manifesto of
that Coalition. Indeed, after this lapse of time, I may without
breach of confidence add that the three party leaders - Messrs
West, Craig and Paisley - who had conferr d with me on these
matters during the short Parliament of 1974, did me the honour to
take me into consultation when that manifesto was drafted.
Ten candidates of that Coalition were returned to this
parliament - six Ulster Unionist, three Vanguard and one D.U.P.
You know as well as I the two alterations, one minor and one
i.ajor,that have ta_oonp ace bince. inT minor one is nat

Member for rorth Down declined the Coalition Whip and dissociated
himself from the start from the Coalition colleagues with whom he
had been elected. The major change is that the Coalition in
Parliament no longer comprises the Vanguard Party, its leader
having decided last year to advocate constitutional measures which
his colleagues could not accept, regarding them as inconsistent
with the basis on which they themselves were elected. It would be
right to say that the inevitable parthzwas accompanied, as between
honourable men, by neither acrimony nor rancour.
The Coalition in Parliament today thus consists, under the
leadership cf Jim Molyneaux, of six Ulster Unionists, Dr Paisley
as leader of the DUP, and John Dunlop, who acts - and I may
respectfully add, most effectively - in all respects as a memberr
of the Coalition team.

I take this opportunity to place on record

for the benefit of some, -particularlyon the mainland, who apparco'
ly like to imagine otherwise, that, notwithstanding all the other
cares and responsibilities which ha has to shoulder, no one cou7d
have been a more loyal, cordial and co-operative member of our
Parliamentary team than Dr Paisley, and from no colleague have
personally-received greater courtesy and friendliness.
evonts here in the province took a somewhat different course.
When the break with Vanguard came, the Coalition Party in the lat•
the majority of
(uril.rise
O.F, to
00
r,t—fOTMO(i

)

Er Craigls former followers who continued under the leadership of
Mr Baird to adhere to the Convention manifesto.

I have already,

in a speech here in April, made it clear that this event could
not retrospectively substitute a new coalition for the old one on
whose ticket my colleagues and I were elected to Parliament two
years ago; nor has our Party get taken any decision - very rightly,
if I may say so - as to what other 1Dartiesor groups it might
decide to ally itself with at the elections for the next parliament, elections which are not in my view imminent and may well‘lie
as far as two or three years ahead. Needless to say, it is no
intention or business of mine to anticipate or discuss decisions
Party will take at the proper timo an6 in -the-proper,
wi-licii-our
constitutional way.

1Teverthelessit would be disingenuous if I

did not this evening make my personal position clear in one
matter.

I could not and would not contemplate seeking election

to Parliament in any circumstances which linked me with persons
who repudiate the lawful authority of the Parliament of the United
Kingdom or who counsel or approve by word or deed any courses of
action except such as are strictly within the law.
I do not say this because I imagine for one moment that you
would wish or expect me, now or in the future, to bc of any other
mind.

It is the position to which you, as Unionists, and our

Party, as the Unionist Party, are totally committed. But it is
only fair that, when I go now,farward as your Prospective
candidate for the future, no one any7.vhera
a

should be under mis-

apprehension as To where you and I stand.
Ulster for the last seven years has been in the front lino
a ruthless ard implacable war waged against the United Hingdcm

,

and against this province in

particular-aa a part of the United

Kiro7dom. A politician in war has two duties potentially conflictiw77but which he must reconcile if he is to serve as he should
those whom he represents. He must on the one hand do all he can
to sustain the morale and determination of hispeople and their
'-ith in, and support for, the govornment. On the ot er hand, ho
must 1-t no deficiency or error pa
5ios in htm hanns,

urocIrrc?cted.

or, so far as
11P(oL.iticisod

- 4 Your representatives in Parliament, and your own hember of
Parliament among them, are carrying out that double duty to the
utmost of their power.
I have sometimes fancied that you are inclined to suspect me
a
of being/light-hearted anrJfacile optimist. I can only say that
if those are characteristics of mine, they are of extraordinarily
recent and sudden accuisition. Hitherto, through 30 years in
political life, the criticism levied a

inst me has always been

the opposite: I have been accused of boing the archetypal
pessimist, seeing perils where others perceive nothing and regarding dangers as mountainous and intractable when others dismiss
them as fleabites or aittle local difficulites'.
"

Thichever be the true portrait, I must tell you that I see
great cause for hope and confidence in the outcome of this war long, weary and bloody though it has been and though it may still
be.

Look where you will today - look tc the Republic and its

political parties, look to the S.D.I.P., lock to the House of
Commons on both sides, look to opinion in Great Britain, look to
itself on both its wins

the

- nowhere do you any longer

find any serious hope or expectation or anticipation that Ulster
will be forced or tricked or cajoled or manoeuvred out of the
United Kingdom.
That is a vast contrast with a few years aEiso.It is even a
contrast with twelve months ago, when an clement in our own ranks
- cheered on, for their particular purposes, by parties elsewhere
- was

On the v rge of going overboard to put Republicans and

United Irelai.dersinto positions of key political power and
importance. That is finished.
-

The Government of the Republic

now it is firished. Her _iaj-sty'sGoverrrqentknow it is finished.

The I.R.A. know it is finlshr-d. They have lost the political war;
and b cu-isethe political objective of the war has p ssedlyord the
horizon of the attainable, the war itself is lost for them as
surely as it was lost for Hitler when it vrasproved in 1943 that
he could no longer cencuor.
Thi,s

then, is our Sursua Ocwoda

th

chortation, not emty

mad firmly foundod, to "lift up our hc:arts".J-Iere
7.iy
but ration,--)

5
is no place in Unionist rar2:sfor the defeatists, the moaners and
the bellyachers. True, mistakes have been made by those who
governed us - huge, ghastly mistakes.

Some are still being made

and repeated. Yobody can say that your representatives in
Parliament have boon slow to criticize them, and sharply. Whenever we saw what in our opinion it was foolish to do being done,
or what it was practicable and ri,r_tht
to do being left undone, we
have lifted up our voices loud, clear and insistent. Indeed we
have engaged the attention of Parliament and Government almost to
the point where we had to consider the adverse consequences if we
were felt to be monopolizing it unfalrly.
What wo have not done and will not do is to engage in vague
-41

and p:eneralisedabuse,of which the sole result is to diminlsh the
respect and authority of the Crown, its servants and its services,
which it is every Unionist's first duty to uphold.

Let all who

have specific and practical proposals and criticisms to put forward, do so;

and we in Parliament, if we find them sound, will

not hesitate to press and reinforce them in whatever way our
knowledge and experience lead us to regard as most likely to be
effective.

What does nothing but harm however is when

individuEfls
tc-,(1
nying

chatter airily about
to an alternative policy'

or 'starting an all-out war on terrorism',

when they have not a single constructive or practical propositi r
to put f=ward

in Parliament or in public.

There is a Biblical precept 'By their fruits ye shall know
them', which we would do well to take to heart.

What were the

actions, not the words, of the people who now want to be mistaken for friends of Ulster

at the chea-fl
price of meaningless

phrases and empty gestures? These aro the people who destroyed
e Parliament of ITorthernIreland with nothing to put in its
place.

These are the people who tried to force upon llorthern

I eland an unworka
in power.

Pcnctitiltien in order to put Rebublica

These are the 17:ec
pie yhc were the architects of
It

t4Po

much if the sama

per'r

e 7!omeferwnrd nsw

le

- undermine

- 6 confidence in the forces of law and order and to denigrate those
who are having to cope with the conseauences of the havoc which
they themselves left behindP
In every political party there is - or there should be - one
great principle and aim from which ultimatdy all its polides

and

attitudes are derived and to which they are referable. There is
no doubt or Question what that principle and aim is for the Ulster
Unionist Party.

It is the maintenance and str-ngthening of the

Union, that is, the parliamentary union and sovereignty of the
United Kindom

comprising as an integral part therof Korthern

Ireland. All that we do and say must be done and said with a view
to that end.

By that standard alone shall our work be judged. I

give you this promise for myself, and I know that I give it
equally and in common with my seven colleagues: we will not consent to any proposal either for Northern Ireland or for any other
part of the United Kingdom or for the United Kingdom as a whole
which in cur judgment tends to weaken the Union or to limit or
impair its sovereignty.
In the session which lies ahead large issues are mooted as yet vague and portentous in their outline, but not defined in
detail - which closely involvo the future of the Union.

I have in

mind for one the question of direct elections to a European
Parliament. Ulster Unionists have from the outset been opposed to
any form of membership cf the European Economic Community which
diminishes or damages the sovereignty of the Parliament of the
United Kingdom or tends to degrado the United Kingdom into the
status of a province of a European state, a result which we have
believed is not merely disadvantageous but positively dangerous
to the future of Ulster within the United Yingdom.

It can hardly

be but that those arguments must apply with even greater force to
a proposal to provide the E.E.C. w-iththe overriding authority
which would bo supplid by a direct mandate from the electorate
of the Community.
cif

Th.7rc

Cot1:ish and

is as yet no indication how

,

devolution.

if at all, the Governrant

-7-intend to avoid the divisive conseaucnces - amply explored and
experienced in years gone by in the case of Irish Home Rule that are bound to follow from either withholding or conceding
unrestricted representation in the United Kingdom parliament of
any part of the U.K. which enjoys a largo measure of legislative
as well as executive devolution. The problem is one so fundamentl
and so intractable that the United Ulster Unionist Coalition, in
the declaration of Portrush in April 1974, which forms the basis
of our political policy,did not see how it could be solved except
within the framework of a United Kingdom transformed from a
unitary state into a federation. Clearly therefore,as this great
issue unfolds, the representatives of this province will not only
have a unique contribution to make to tho debate but will be uner
a special duty, in all they do or say, and amid all thG jarring
confusion of motive and suggestion, to keep firmly before their
of Ulster Unionism itself, the
eyes the one overriding 17Jurpose
Kingdom
and the security
maintenance and defonce of tho unity of the
and guarantee of Ulstor's unquestionable status as an integral
part of the laxgdom.

1TOTF071PUBLICATIOII
BEFORE TTEB OP DELIVE-PLY
Speech by the Et. Hon. J. Enoch Poyell, UP, to a
public meeting in the Conference Room of the
Builf.ings,Poole, Dorset
at 7.30 pm, Fria'ay,10 Septeriber1976

Of all silly sayings one of the silliest is the saying that
"you can't put the clock back".
back, and you often do.

Of course you can put the clock

If the clock is showing the wrong time,

youput it back or forward, whichever is necessary, without the
slightest hesitation. So in human life and in a nation's life,
if a mistake has been made, we ought to put it riEht if we can.
Some mistakes, especially in an indivldual's life

are irreversi.
_

There may be such, though more rarely, in the life of a nation.
But we ought always to be on our guard against those who tell us
so, who whisper in our ear "It's done now and cannot be undone";
for these are commonly the voices of cowardice or indolence and
sometimes of downright evil intent.
Certainly the mistake which Britain has made in giving up
her parliamentary self-government and national indpendence to
become a part of the European Economic Community is not irreversible.

One would suppose it was - and that is what you are intended

to suppose - to listen to the chorus of politicians and newspaper
editors who keep chanting, like an incantation: "You're in the
Uarket now;

the referendum's over; you've got to live with it

n•w and make the best of it, whether it was right or wrong, whethEr
you like it or not".
•

I:lost
of them must know, and all of them

ought to know, that this is not true.

-finenever
it is repeated,

it is the reoetition of a falsehood, conscious or not.

That can

be Proved, and conclusively and irrefutably proved, in an instant.
The Government itself,when in 1975 it proposed to the
electorate that they should answer Yes at the referendum,stated
clearly and without qualification in the official declaration
that after the referendum,if the majority was for stayin in,
"the continued membership of Britain would depend on the continuing assent of Pal-liaTrert".That is the charter of Our freedom of
decision. 1:oroom therefor the suggestien that 'now the
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I doubt, indeed, whether any nation can ever be brou-ht to
renounce its own self mastery except it was deceived, except by
means of trickery and cheating. It was by deception th4t Britain
at least was hijacked into the European Community in 1972;

it was

by deception that it was induced to assent retrospectively to the
hijacking in 1975; and it is by deception that the hijackers are
now engaged in obtainin7 a further sta2-eof Britain's amalgamation into the new West European state, by a new and far-reachinp7
transfer of authority.
Parliament is going to be invited in the next session to
authorise the direct representation of the electorate of the
United Kingdom in a parliament of the E.E.C.

The Government

claim to have discovered that we are bound, morally and legally,
to do this in accordance with the Treaty of Rome to which we
acced'd by the Treaty of Brussels in 1972.

It is a most extra-

ordinary thing, and hi7hly convenient for the hijackers, that
unmade
unannounced this discovery remaind-d/ ' - or at any rate
merely . until after the exhaustive debates in l972,when the
European Communities Bill was forced through the House of Commons
but
and a handful of Liberal IL-Ps,
by the grace of the -.711illotine
until after the referendum in 1975.

Was . it not

extraordinary

that no one should have happened to mention to those who miz.htbe
considering a Yes vote, that thereby they were incidentally
---onnovin•

the principle of a directly elected European parliament?

Tt

indeed; but v7hatis mole remarkable is that the

Government were at pains to declare that the ouestion of direct
electians was outside the referendum altogether. Now, however,
they claim to have discovered that membership of the Community
elections all the time
nt
direct
had m..::.a

and they will tell

Parliament and the country that the matter is not debatable in
principle but that oly

the details and the date remain open to

discussion.
It is fE:ase, nd T

'11 pro7P:it to be so, and I will provo

know it to be so.
that the Govrnment t-riemselves
7 1-tish

nation is to be induced by tricery

birthright.

Once again the

to sign away its

4
(so
/t1
w1iCh
Remo
of
y
Treat
the
in
words
the
you
to
read
me
Let
aGovernment claim to be convinced - belatedly) create an obliF
tion upon member states to set up a directly elected European
parliament. They are in Article 138.3, which runs as follows.
draw up proposals for elections by direct
y
shall
"The .;,_ssembl
univerai suff/age in accordance with a uniform procedure in all
the
member states". The Government argue that the obligation ubon
Assembly tc draw up proposals for direct elections implies an
obligation to proceed to institute direct elections, since there
would be no point in an obligation to draw proposals up if there
was no obligation to do anything more;

and they further argue

on
that the following words,"the Council shall unanimously deciae
the provisions which it shall recommend to member states for
adoption", are intended to give practical effect to the obligation
on the Assembly to draw up proposals.
This is certainly a possiblo interpretation, though not all
lawyers accept it. However, I am perfectly willing for the sake
aof argument to accept the Government's contention that the obliz
tion to draw up certain proposals implies the obli„gationto impTP
their
ment those proposals. Let us suppose that the Guvernment and
olegal advisers are right about that. It still has nothing whats
ever to do with what the Government are proposing to stampede
and the public into accepting; and the attempt to cite
Pfr.limont
uorliiiittingthi-scountry to what the GovernRS
y of Rolle
.
..thc,Treat
ment propose is a barefaced piece of deception.

The Treaty does not refer to any old proposals far direct
elections. It refers to "elections by direct universal suffrage
in accordance with a unifo=

procedure in all member states".

in
Any proposals which do not provid_efor "a uniform procedure
all rember

-t=tes"do rot comply with the Treaty, and the attemot

them is not even a
to Use the Treaty to comm-nd or ,:,nforce
withered figleaf tc cover the nakedness of usurpation. The
in
Ilroposalsto -.Michthe Government intend to rive their assent
s 20th eptember are not proposals for
the Council of :[-inisteron
r
elections "in accordance yith a uniform procedure in all membe

- 5 they are prop(,Galsfor eleactienswhich will not be on a
p-f.t...419
uniform 1)rocedure; they are proposals for elections not envisaged
by the Treaty of Borne,not reauired by it and not authorized by
it.

The whole business is a s-poofand a mystification which those

who are hell-bent on forcing ahead the political unification
that was and is the admitted aim of pro-marketeers, hope will once
El.ainenable them to browbeat and bamboozle the British people.
to have to say that the Government have as their
I P..rieve
accomplices in fraud a select Committee of the House of Commons
I am not roally surprised, because the composition of the

itself.

Select Corittee on Direct Elections to the European Assembly was
a blatant piece of jobbery: the Committee was racked with eleven
11,

notorious and committed pro-marketeers and only two of the contray
opinion - a weird caricature of the balance of opinion in the Holae
on membership of the E.E.C.

even without direct elections, lot

alone upon the question of direct elections,itself which has never
yet been put tc a vote in the Chamber.
If there is one thing on which the Government-and I dare
it
say, the Opposition too - are determined,As that there is going
to be no nonsense about proportional representation. Proportional
representation was alright for forcing upon Horthern Ireland where, by the way, it produced exactly the same electoral verdict
as the old system - but as for Great Britain, not on your life!
nn,;voto ag7rtin:3tpmess whose:

•

I'll put you out of your

Jeremy Thorpe's - the Committee obli47inglygave the

agony;

Government the answer the Government wanted:
system.

stick to our present

In doing so, howover,the Committee let the cat out of the

btg and revealed that they were perfectly aware of the deception
on Tvarliamentand people.
being pr:?..ctised
said:

Let me read what they

other member states of the B,E.C. use a form of
"Ijlost

the Community is committed to
proportional repres ntation ancJ,
choosir,_eventually, per

s before the .Jecond European Assembly

elections, an ele-toral system which will to the same for all
1
little
c.oceiving
memteT•states." Lid you notice that aTiche(q
word "eve:tuallv". The C---ittee knew perfectly well that thore
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as a great consideration in its favour the fact that the

Parliament and electorate of the United Kingdom would be prevented

from "doing silly things", by surrendering the power to le,c7,islate
independently and being:subjected to the laws and policies of
the European state. That, starkly, is the difference between a
nation and a province, between self-government and subordination,
between self-respect and self-contempt. The choice between them,
still open and still free, in no wise morally or leally preempted, is the choice your representatives will be making in the
coming session of Parliament. You still have the power to
punish them if they take it otherwise than as you wish.
must tell them and tell them now.

But you

NOT TO E FTYPLISFT,BEFORE
TIME OF DELIVERY
Speech Dy The Et Hon J Enoch Powell MP at a Palle Meeting
in the Town Hall, Eastbourne,
at 7.30 pm, Wednesday, llth August 1976.

The British people are about to have practised upon them a trick even
cruder and more shameless than that by which they were cheated out of their
inheritance of parliamentary self-government in the first place by accession
to the European Economic Community. Since, however, the trick is to be
lpasicallythe same

one over again, it is to be hoped that the people will

not be taken in twice but will listen to those who warned them correctly
before.

When the proposal was put forward in 1971-72 that Britain should jctinthe
Common Nhtket, and again at the ref4:Fendumin
should be approved, the pane

1975that

British membership

were told officially and solemnly by the

political parties that the British Parliament would lose none of its
effective power, because British ministers could always veto whatever
appeared to them to be contrary to British national interests and would
not dare to agree to anything that Parliament disapproved. Those who warned
that the first step was being taken towards the political unification of
Western Europe and the degrading of the United Kingdom to the status of a
European province were laughed to scorn and told that any such development,
if it ever took place, would be years, perhaps generations, in the future.

The referendum had not been over for six months before the Government and the
parties were singing a very different tine. The veto, it appeared, was more
often a veto in reverse, a veto which others could use against what we wanted
or proposed, but which we could not use to protect ourselves against what we
did not want. A classic example is fishing, where, unless the rules of the
Community are changed, the fleets cf all the other Lembers will be able to
fish right up to our beaches. We cannot veto this because it is in the Treaty
which the Conservative Government signed and the Labour Government failed to
renegotiate. It is the status cue.

But any change that we want, such as a

twelve-mile limit or a fifty-mile limit,can be vetoed out cf hand by any of

-2the members, even land-locked Luxembourg.

Month after month we have had ministers coming to the House of Commons
and declaring themselves opposed to Community policies and encouraging
the House of Commons to vote against them.

Then they go to Brussels

and come back having agreed to those very pclicies,wringingtheir hands
and saying, "We don't like this anymore than you do, but we had to
accept it because it was 'part of a package".
More sinister and significant still is what has happened and is still
happening about direct elections to send representatives from this country
to the European Assembly or Parliament. No sooner was the referendum aver,
than the Government suddenly discovered that they were bound by the Treaty
to accept direct eleotions in principle, and they have literaaly tumbled
over themselves to assure the cther countries that they are keen as anybody
elected
on having a directly / , European parliament as soon as possible. Seeing
that the Treaty of Accession gsve the Community power to impose taxation
and legislation on the people of thiu,country without so much as the knowledge
of Parliament, let alone its consent, it is obviously no small matter if the
Community is to be provided with its own parliament, directly elected upon
the same basia as Westminster and thus deriving its aithority directly from
the electorate of the whole Community.
It almost defies belief that direct elections to the European Assembly were
not mentioned at all in the document which the Government addressed to the
electorate at the referendum. Many of itsat that time did of course warn
the electorate that a yes vote meant commitment to a European parliament
which would supersede and override our own.

But if we had dared to say that,

in the event of a yes vote,s-Lcha thing would be agreed to within a iear,we
should not merely have been poc-poohed as alarmists with extravagant imaginations.

We should have been accused of downright lyin7; for had not the

Government itself in the White Paper Re ort on Renep:otiationmade it clear
that the issue of direct elections did not arise and was not involved in the
referendum? Here is the passage:

"It was made absolutely clear by the

United Kingdom that Her Majesty's Government could not take up a position on

-3-

the proposal (for direct elections to the European Assembly by universal
suffrage..)before the process of renegotiation had been completed and the
results of renegotiation sUbmitted to the British people".
How could the Government say in March 1975 that they could not yet "take
up a position" on direct elections and then claim after June 1975,three
months later/that direct elections had always been implicit in the Treaty
and that everybody should have known it all along?

It was a piece of

electoral deception worthy to put alongside the Conservative Party's "our
commitment is to negotiate, no less,no more" at the 1970 General Election.
What it turns out that the Government really meant was to tell their colleagues that tntil after the reforendum that they did not intend to disclose
to the British people that those who voted yes were voting for a directly
elected European parliament,tecausethat would have blown to the winds the
claim of some pro-Marketeersthat no real cession of national independence
and self-government was involved.
Of course it was and is. Does anyone seriously imagine that the Parliament
of this country will long be allowed to debate matters which have already been
debated and approved in a directly elected parliament of the EEC? Our own
national Parliament at Westminster will soon be told to mind its own 'little
local difficulties' and not meddle in the affairs of the Community, which are
the business of those directly elected by the same electors for that very purpose.

It is true that at present the formal powers of the European Assembly

are limited, though they do include the power, of almost nuclear dimensions,
to dismissthe European Commission itself or to reject the entire draft budget.
What is also true, however, is that those powers can at any time be extended
by amendment of the Treaty, and that this would require, under section 1 of the
European Communities Act 1972,no more than a single Tote of the House of
Commons, taken after a debate which need last no longer than 90 minutes.
Again I ask: Does anyone seriously imagine that an Assembly Endowed with
authority directly derived from the electorate of the Community, an authority
not inferior to that of any cf the elected assemblies of the component

-L-

countries, would long remain content with the powers which were allotted
to a nominated assembly in the
conclusion of the summit

trieting

infarwy

of

the

Community in 1957? At the

last month, which decided in favour of

direct elections, the Dutch Prime Minister,who is Acting President of the
Community, declared that a directly elected Parliament "would exert very
strong pressure for an increase of its competences". Parliamente which
themselves derive their mandates from the same electorates will be in no

.•

position to resist. NO wonder that our own 'Wullie' Hamilton, a Labour
delegate at the European Assembly, has assured the public on BBC Women's
Hour that "the future's here in the European Pe.rliament;
the museum's at
Westminster".
While, however, Parliament, and through Parliamwnt the electorate, have still
the opportunity to refuse direct elections, the same soft soap is being used
as in 1972 and 1975.

We shall be told on the one hand that it would be bad

faith to reject an undertaking to the other member states into which the
Government will by then - on 20th September, to be precise - have nntered,
and that in any case direct elections were always envisaged by the Treaty of
Rome to which we have acceded. On the other hand we shall be assured that it
is only direct elections to the present Assembly with its present limited
powers which are at issue, and that there are no proposals for increasing those

__

_

ihe ai:gUmentwill run; it will be a long time ahead,

411

if ever, till the directly elected Assembly becomes a real parliament with reAl
powers and that will only happen in the fulness of time if we voluntarily agrre
to it.
This is the old old story, with which Jim Callaghan and Margaret Thatcher are
in tacit collusion to pull the wool over the eyes of their respective parties
and cf the British people.

"It is the present Assembly, with its present powers

and no more, to which direct elections are proposed", growls 'honest Jim' and
lets it be understood that he himself has little fancy for an increase cf the
Assembly's powers. Meanwhile the Conservative Whips are busy letting doubters
been
into the 'secret' that Mn.rgarethas never really
7 keen on direct elections
and would be opposed to extending the Assembly's Dowers. We know from

-5-

experience what a different tale it would soon be when once the decision
was home and dry.

How can I be so sure? Becuuse these are the very same

people who in 1972 or 1975 were assuring all and sundry that membership of

the Common Market as it stood then might be one thing/ but that if ever
advance to direct elections was mooted, they would be found in the foremost
ranks of diehard British patriots.
There is only one safe course. There is only one way to safeguard the most
—
preciois possession of the British people, its national independence and
parliamentary self-government. That possession has already been put in
pawn by the decisions of 1972 p.nd1975;but from how onwards the intention
of those who have brought things thms far is to sell it off piece by piece
in an irrevocable manner, while continuing at each successive stage to be
bamboozle the time owners. Our charter is enshrined in the very words of
the Government's own referendum statement: "The British Parliament retains
the final right to repeal the Act which took As into the Niarket. Thus our
continuing membership will depend on the continuing asent of Parliament".
Parliament is the servant of the British people, not its master; its mouthpiece, not its ventriloquist. If the people are not prepared to be deprived
of their freedom and their self-government,they have it in their power,if
they will, to punish the representatives who, by authorising direct election
to a European Assembly, would degrade and eventually depose this country's
sovereign institutions.
No politican can restore to a nation a spirit which is as lost or a pride
and personality which have departed frum it.

What politicans can do, if that

spirit still exists and that pride and personality are merely Latent and
not extinct, is to show the nation when the tine has arrived and when the
opr,crtunityis presented to exert itself. The next twelve months, until the
of a European state is averted, will be such a
threat of a super-parlic:lent
titae.

SPEECHBY THE RT HON ENOCH POWELLMBE MP TO THE CONTROLAND
AUTOMATIONMANUFACTURERS
ASSOCIATION LUNCHEONAT THE CONNAUGHT
ROOMS,WC2 at 1

ON WEDNESDAY 4TH AUGUST 1976.

I do not know which is more dangerous,unfoundeddepressionor unfounded
elation. I spendmuch of my time attemptingto combatunfounded
depression,the pessimismand inferioritycomplexinto which this
nation has alloweditselfto be talked on the basis of all sorts of
data-like"balanceof paymentsdeficits",fallingexchanges,lagging
growthrates and such like - that are either irrelevantor misinterpreted. At the same time high and low, wise and simple,governmentand
governedseem all to have workedthemselvesinto an equallyirrational
optimismoverthe prospectof riches just aroundthe corner in the form
of North Sea oil. We are like a tramp wrappedin newspaperon the park
bench snoozinghappilyin a maudlindream of the fortunehe will wake
up to find he has inheritedfrom a distantrelation.

It has become part of conventionalwisdom,assumedwithoutbeing argued,
which insinuatesitselfinto the paragraphsof columnistsand the snap
answers of politicans,that Britainhas only to scrapethroughthe next
yearfsomehowuntil she is floatedoff to ease and riches on an ocean of
home-producedpetroleum. Why, the Englishand the Scotseven snap and
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snarl at one another, quarrelling over an asset that isn't even there.

"Isn't theret" you exclaim "surely you are not denying that the oil is
there?" "No", I reply, "I am not denying that; but I am denying pretty
well everything else, for I am taking time off from the attack on
unfounded depression to denounce unfounded elation."

Let us take it easily and calmly; and let us, to begin with, leave out
of account currencies and exchange rates and the games that politicans
and central bankers love to play with them.

Let us concentrate for the

time being on the realities. All economic life consists in exchanging
the goods and services we produce with those which others produce. The
more of other people's goods and services we can command in exchange for
ours - in short, the more valuable ours are - the wealthier we are,
individually or collectively. One of the things it is most necessary to
command in exchange for our other products is a supply of energy or of the
sources of energy. Translating this into more convenient terminology ,
what we want is cheap energy; and in so far as energy is to be obtained
from oil, what we want is cheap oil.

Cheap oil costs us less - requires

less effort put into the production of goods and services to exchange for
it - than dear oil.

Of course, when I talk about cheap and dear, I mean
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cheap and dear at the place where we need the stuff - not in Timbuctoo
or at the South Pole, but in Birmingham or Belfast. Sdbject, however,
to that obvious explanation, I am saying exactly this: cheap oil is
better than dear oil; it pays us to buy and use cheap oil rather than
dear oil.

I do apologise if that is all terribly simple and elementary. Maybe it
is, but hardly anybody seems to have grasped it. The fact is that
North Sea oil is dear oil - that is, oil which will have to sell at a
high price if it is not to make a loss - whereas other oil, even though
it comes halfway around the world,is cheap oil - that is, it can be
cheap (much cheaper than at present) and still make a profit. That is
why the countries of the North East Atlantic have been so keen to prevent
those whom they can control from buying oil cheap - what is called the
'floor price' for oil of the International Energy Agency. To use North
Sea oil is therefore to have to give more in exchange for one's energy
than one need do,in other words to be that much worse off than one need
be.

This is a truth supremely unaffected by the political ownership

of the place where the oil comes from.
matters whoever produces the oil.

It is the delivered Price that

The truth is also not diminished by

the price of dear oil being subsidized, as no doubt , directly or indirectly,

•
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it will be.

SUbsidy means only that we pay a part of the higher price

by other and roundabout routes; but we are still paying it.

If North

Sea oil is a national heritage, it is what the proverb calls a damnosa
hereditas, an inheritance of losses. PrObably in thinking about North
Sea oil most people have at the back of their minds a misapprehension
of the role which British coal played in the British industrial revolution.
The point about the coal was simply that it was a cheap and abundant
source of energy. The fact that it was mined in Britain was only significant
because, given its bulkiness and the transportation factors of the time,
the occujence of coal in Britain made energy cheap at the British point of
delivery. The economic consequences would have been just the same if the
coal fields here had politically been part of China, or if the coal
deposits had belonged to Russian instead of English dukes.

Having thus cleared our minds of the rest of the cant, we are ready to
turn to the remaining element of the North Sea oil fallacy - that, namely,
which concerne exchange rates, imports and exports, balance of payments,
and all that jazz.

It may be summed up in the interjection, "Ah, but

vou see, this is sterling oil.
exchanges:"

We don't have to pay for it across the
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The cost of anything, I repeat, is the amount of our own goods and
services which we have to give in exchange to obtain it,whether the
person with whom we make the exchange is a fellow-citizen or a foreigner.
Foreign goods do not cost more because they are foreign, nor do British
goods cost less because they are British. The only difference is that,
as foreigners have their own currencies, an additional or intermediate
exchange is involved: we have to exchange our currency for theirs to buy
their goods and they have to exchange their currency for ours to buy our
goods. This, however, unless the politicans interfere,is merely a harmless
piece of mechanism. In the end the foreigner gets the goods and services
which seem to make the exchange worth while to him, and we get the goods and
services which make it seem worth while to us.

If our country has worse inflation than his country, then obviously he will
want more pounds in exchange for a given quantity of his own currency units.
But that will not increase or diminish the quantity of our goods and services
which he will swap for a given quantity of his.

The only effect is to alter

the exchange rate so that the real bargain or exchange remains unaltered.
Leave well alone, therefore, and the exchange rates will translate into our
own prices the whole range of economic facts in the world outside. If the
sterling delivered price of foreign oil is lower than the price of British
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oil, then the foreign oil is cheaper - a better bargain - in every natural,
economic meaning of the word.whatsoever.

The trouble starts when governments, politicans, here and abroad, can't
keep their itching fingers from interfering. For over twenty-five years
after the War they interfered with every exchange rate in the world, and
so stupid
most people were/stupid as to believe that the world would come to an end
if the politicans ever took their fingers out.

(I am using that expression

in a non-ducal sense.) In order to fudge the exchange rates, governments
the world over imposed all sorts of torture on their subjects: they taxed
for exporting
them for exporting, they taxed them for importing, they gave them medals/,
they penalized them for importing, they forbade them to do what they wanted
to do with their own money, they even (in some countries) lined them up
against the wall and shot them.

Although those days are (officially) over, politicans are still yearning
to get back to them, and many people have not yet got rid of the ideas
that were inculcated into their silly heads during that dreadful era.

One

of those ideas is that it is an advantage to buy dear in one's own currency
rather than to buy cheap in someone else's. Hence, and for no other reason,
the notion that there is some benefit in dear North Sea oil because it is
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sterlingoil, and that we oughtto enjoy payingthroughthe nose for it,
and even be forcedto pay throughthe nose for it. Our behaviouris
very much like that of the man in the iron mask, who had spent so much
time shut up in the Bastillethat when they knockedthe place down and
let him out he beggedto be taken back to his dungeon.

If the discoveryof petroleumin the North Sea were to make refinedoil
deliveredin Britainin a free and uncontrolledmarketcheaperthan it
would otherwisebe, then to that extentNorth Sea oil would be a blessing
whether it belongedto Mao Tse Tung or to the King of Spain. That however
is just what North Sea petroleum,on any presentshowing,will not do.
To that extent,and to the extentthat we are forcedto use the stuff
because we fondly supposethat it is ours, it will be not a blessingbut
a curse. Don't tell the SNP; but I hope that if the Scotsare going to
walk out of the UnitedKingdom,they
will take as much North Sea oil with
them as possible,curseand all.
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purpose of exploiting natural gas and oil there have been
demarcations of the Continental shelf as between Britain
on the one hand and Norway, Germany and Holland on the
other; and the demarcation with France is under arbitration.
All this will begin to look decidedly shaky, especially as
regards further exploitation of minerals on and under the
seabed, in the new era of the EEC 200-mile economic zone.
e

if icult if the United Kingdom accepts a limitations
betwOn
and
of its exclusive fishing rights to/12 / 50 miles, to maintain in the long run that its other rights remain intact and
undiminished up to 200 miles or the median demarcation line,
whichever

is the farther.

There is a still further aspect, which may be specially important in future on the Atlantic side. This is that there appear
to be important resources just beyond the 200-mile line. If
the adjacent nations owning the exclusive rights within the
200 mile line were to claim or be conceded any special rights
beyond it,those would accrue not to Britain or the Irish
Republic but to the Community as a whole.
I was greatly amused to read earlier this week in a newspaper
which had been favourable to British membership of the EEC that hardly identifies it, because the papers were virtually
a ig e

agains

e continued existence of Britain as a
sovereign independent nation - the comment "there is no doubt
that Britain would be in a happier negotiating position if it
was not a member of the Community" and the conclusion, "the
whole issue offers a perfect illustration of how Britain's
interests differ from those of her EEC partnerbU. Just so.
We have given away, with cur independence, the control of our
patrimony and the power and right to deal as a nation with
other nations; and the authority to which we have made the
transfer is one whose thoughts are not our thoughts and whose
endowments, whose situation and whose destiny are foreign to
those of Britain.
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of Commerce
New Hackwood Hotel, Bromley, Kent
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The funny thing about an economy is that it is not economic.
An economy is a political thing.
nation.

In short, an economy is a

When we talk about this or that economy, we are taling

about this or that nation;

only we are talking about it in

economic language.
If a nation feels unhappy, it may - especially in modern
its symptoms in economic terms, and its politi_ times - describe
cians accordingly will argue and pull one another's noses about
what they call their respective "economic policies". Undoubtedly,
there are such things as good economic policies and bad economic
policies, wise ones and foolish ones;

and a nation's government

can make laws about the economic behaviour of its subjects which
make them better or worse off than they would otherwise have been.
They do not, of course, do so with the intention of harming their
subjects - or most of them - and they normally follow harmful
economic policies because they have got wrong ideas into their
heads,usually ideas as ftrmly embraced by the victims as by the
perpetrators. This is like a none too distant period in the
medical art when the doctors and patients were equally convinced
that a good bleeding was the sovereign remedy for most ailments.
(Perhaps I should say that any apparent allusion to any contemporary person or persons is entirely unintended!)
In the last twenty or thirty years we have in fact in Britain
inflicted massive injury upon ourselves by acting on similarly
unscientific and superstitious beliefs - beliefs for instance in
the indispensability of a fixed exchange rate or in the utility of
inflation for preventinR unemployment. Even so, it would be a
mistake to attribute to these economic errors and fallacies the
principal responsibility for the fact that we feel so ill, because
other nations which have sustained the same errors equally pertinaciously and indulged as lavishly in crazy economic policies are

- 2 not feeling ill at all;

in fact, they are bouncing with health

and life, and come to sit around us with all the complacent airs
of Job's comforters.
For the most part when we appear to be talking economics and
examining economic policies and what we are pleased to call 'the
state of the economy', we are really using picture language to
describe symptoms and ailments which

the doctors would

call psycho-somatic: political morbidity which presents itself
in economic terms. Most of our acutest pains are purely illusory.
The so-called "deficit on the balance of payments"; the reduced
•

exchange rate of the pound sterling; our falling share of world
trade;

our low growth rate - all these are nothing in themselves,

not one of them makes us a ha'porth the worse off, and we shouldnt
notice them if we didn't think about them all the time.

They are-

if I may once again use medical metaphor - 'referred pains', which
point to the fact that something else is wrong in a different part
of the anatomy and the nervous system altoether.
the politicalpart:

That part is

the economy's real ailments are political.

I should warn you at this point that you are not going to
like what I am about to tell you - not when you discover what I
am actually driving at.

This is not so much because you would

prefer - at any rate, aua Chamber of Commerce - to maintain that
economics can be kept as separate from politics, especially tbose
dirty party politics, as mathematics or nuclear physics can be, or
because you believe that economics and politics should no more be
mixed than the bowler hat

and pinstripe jacket of weekdays can

be worn with the open shirt and slacks of the weekend golf COUTse.
On the contrary, I should probably cause little discomfort if I
were to launch into a diatribe against the T.U.C. far usurping
the role of government or against the welfare state for encouraging the workers in feckless habits and inflated expectations or
even aEainst successive administrations for pushing out the
boundaries of the public sector and financing it at the margin by
which arc about to
means of inflation. These are not the :71.1.ns
be unmasked.

3
What I am saying is that, as the economy is the nation, thc
ailments of the economy are the sickness of the nation.

It is

the nation that is dying, it is dying politically - or rather,
perhaps, it is committing suicide polity-

and the mark of death

upon it is that it has lost the will to live.
Wherever one looks, near or far, in small or great, one sees
the same morphology: the nation is abdicating. Two-thirds of the
voters confirmed at a referendum the embodiment of this country
in the E.E.C., which its principal advocates openly recommended on
the ground that this country was no longer capable of being a
nation state and that, indeed,for such countries as this the day
of the nation state was over.

It is too easy to pretend that the

electorate 'knew not what they did'.

The fact remains that to be

a nation self-governed and self-taxed, living under its own laws
and accepting no external authority,meant nothing to the majority
of them.

What their fathers and their remote ancestors had lived

and died for they waved aside with less than a perfunctory siEh.
The mirror-image of external abdication is internal abdicatison.
As we no longer believe in the independence of the nation,we no
longer believe in the unity of the nation.

Parliament is to

abdicate - 'devolve' is the in-word - its exclusive lawmaking
authority to anti-parliaments established not for convenience or
efficiency but to satisfy the assertiomof 'ialesand particularlycf
Scotland that they are nations.

The centripetal power and attrac-

tion of a united nation which once gave pride and prestige has
been replaced by contempt on the one side and on the other side by
supine readiness to bargain away bits of national unity to arrive
at a lowest common denominator. No wonder the phenomenon of
Northern Ireland has proved incomprehensible to contemporary
Britain. How could a million people seem other than crazily
Quixotic who will endure every form of pressure and terror in order
to go on belonging to the very nation which is busily engaged in
disclaiming its own right and will to exist?

It lends a grim edge

to the old taunt that Ulster is always a Egenerationbehind the
rest of the United Kingdom:
nation itself is 'old hat'.

they have not heard yet that the

- 4 I would gladly go no further; but to stop there would be to
suppress the most striking evidence of all.

It would not have

seemed possible a decade or two ago that we would engage at one
and the same time in dismembering the United Kindom
verting

and in con-

it into a province of a European state. What was beyond

imagination was that we would set about replacing millions of the
population of this country with population obtained from Asia,
Africa and the West Indies and that all politicians and parties
would laud and magnify the achievement by describing the result
with pride as a 'multiracial society'. Both the process and the
justification are the most explicit denial and repudiation possible
of the meaninE and validity of the nation itself.
In

retrospect there is a terrifying consistency and logic in

the coincidence in time between all these three self-destructive
activities. They are all aspects of the death of the nation.
Hardest to describe but not hard to recognise is another concomitant - the disappearance of self-assertion. For self-assertion
- the doing and saying of things which are distinctive, unique,
opposite to the rest of the world - is one of the marks of a
nation. Britain has ceased to assert herself, in small things or
in large.

On the contrary, her whole language and ambition is to

be one of a crowd, aligned, co-operating, talking and acting the
denatured speech and Eestures of the international - that is, the
anti-national-organisation. Why is France today a nation when
France
Britain is not? Because over and over a.cain / did what nobody
else did, and nobody else wished her to do, and nobody else
thought she would dare to do.

Vivo le rii6beclibre!

What has all this to do with the economy?
to do with it.

It has everythin_

I say again, the economy and the nation are one

thing, or rather the one is an aspect of the other.

In the last

resort all the economic data - the growth rates, the investment
percentages, the balances of payments, even the inflation rates are neutral, equally compatible with the health and with the
sickness of a nation.

The same data if willed are a cause of TYride

and well-being which,if passively experienced,are a cause of
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Self—denigration and dejection. We use the words 'economic
recovery' like a coin so worn that the image and superscription
on it can no longer be read:

it is a mere counter or tiddlewink.

Real 'economic recovery' is political recovery, recovery of the
nation which was and no longer is.

It is not for me to guss,

let alone know, if that lies within the world of the possible.
I can only tell you what it would mean if it were possible.

NATIOYAL ENERGY CONFERENCE, Church House,SW1, 22 June 1976
Contribution by The Rt.Hon.J.Enoch Powell, 1:IP.
At least one voice ought to be raised at this Conference, if
only for an instant, to denounce the whole conception of energy
policy. It appears to be accepted on all sides as axiomatic that
Britain ought to have an energy policy; that over and above this
there ought to be an international energy policy, with the I.E.A.
as its agency; and for good measure that the superstate of which
Britain is provisionally a province, the European Economic
Community, ought to have an energy policy.
I assert that all these notions are ill conceived and pernicious, and that thdm result must be to maximise error and consequently the waste of human effort. I prove my thesis in three
minutes as follows.
The meaning of energy policy is that government individually
or collectively, will act to alter what would otherwise have been
the price, production and distribution of energy from various
sources.
It is an admitted fact that the supply and demand for energy
from various sources has been subject to severe, rapid and unanticipated changes, and official forecasts have been consistent
only in being wildly wrong. There is no reason to suppose that in
this respect the future will differ from the past.
Erroneous anticipations, and decisions based upon them, are
abandoned more slowly and reluctantly by governments than by the
rest of mankind, for the following reasons among others. Governments are able to persist in error longer than the rest of us because
they have the power of coercion, e.g. control of prices, imports,
production, etc. Governments are by definition politically and not
economically motivated. They have a vested interest in actions
which are popular in the short term and especially those which
preserve the status quo. Unlike other investors, they have no
interest in being proved right five, let alone twenty-five,years
later.
Only God knows how the supply and demand for energy from
various sources is going to change in the future. Waste of human
effort will therefore be minimised if the erroneous assumptions
which we cannot help making are modified as ouickly as possible,
if abortive decisions are abandoned promptly, and if old anticipations are replaced by new oneq however unpalatable, with the
minimum delay.
These conditions will only be met if decisions are dispersed,
unconstrained and economically motivated - in short, if governments
neither interfere with them nor usurp them nor alter the data of
changing supply and demand on which they have to be based. Energy
policy is worse than the search for an illusion: it is a prescription for frustration.

NOT FOR PUBLICATION
BEFORE TIME OF DELIVERY
Extract from speech by the Rt. Hon.J.Enoch Powell, MP
to the luncheon of the Barking Chamber of Trade and
Industry
Barking Town Hall
1 pm, Tuesday, 15th June, 1976

It is the normal condition of mankind to live under the sway
of a theory which explains the cause, and promises the cure, of
the principal ailments from which their society suffers. When
one such theory is demonstrated by the irrefutable logic of experience to be false, then sooner or later - admittedly, usually
later rather than sooner - that theory is driven out and super-
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seded by another, incompatible with it, which affords a different
explanation of the

cause and consecuently commends a different

remedy.
What is exceptional is when two incompatible theories, the
one which events have refuted and the one which offers to supirrsede it, are not only both current side by side at the same time
but advocated by the same parties and persons in one and the same
breath.

The consequence of this not unnaturally is to inhibit all

effective action, right or wrong, and to involve all sections of
the community in a fog of confusion. This is our predicament in
Britain today in the face of our ubiquitous and persistent ailment
of inflation.
The two theories could not be more mutually inconsistent, in
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diagnosis and in prescription. One says that inflation is caused
by the undue raising of prices, and in particular, of wages,
especially by wicked or irresponsible people who do so either in
inorance

or in contempt cf the consequences to others and to

themselves. The remedy whichcorresponds to this diagnosis is selfevidently to control prices and wages.

The opposite theory, which

has been advocated by a small minority for some twenty years but
has gained ground mi,ghtilyof late, is that inflation is caused
by an increase in the effective supply of money. This in turn is
caused by governments attempting to borrow from the public more
than the public is prepared to lend and thus being oblied, or
even choosing, to borrow from the banks, which is equivalent to

2 increasing the supply of money.

The corresponding remedy,

obviously, is that governments should refrain from trying to
borrow so much - which, in practical terms, is tantamount to
spending less,
One would have thought it impossible that rational persons
could entertain and advocate both theories simultaneously; but
they can, and do, and (what is more) without arousing more than a
ripple of ridicule or remonstrance. Take for instance last
Thursday. There was the Prime Minister, pitching into the
Conservative Opposition, and embracing and applying the second,
or money-supply, theory.
money supply was 28.5,

"In 1973

he said,Idieincrease in the

in March 1974 it was 25.2

that is

the reason why we had the terrible burst of inflation in 1974 and
If he had been able to stop there, all would have been

1975".
well;

but he would not, and indeed he could not.

He proceeded,

for good measure, to point the contrast between his own administra,
tion and the disastrous stewardship of his predecessor. "In
March 1975", said he, "the increase in the money supply had been
reduced to 10.79

and in March 1976 to 9.6.

That is the reason

why inflation is coming down so fast now."
By this time, as one who has been saying precisely that
through thick and thin, I was cheering lustily and giving the
Prime Minister the thumbs up sign, accompanied by the approving
shout, "He's got it! He's got it!" Too late the Prime Minister
_
caught sight of the precipice which yawned at his very feet. If,
as he had been saying, inflation went up because the money supply
was increased exorbitantIyone or two years earlier, and is coming
down now because it increased much more slowly last year and the
year before, then bang go the social contract, the E6 limit, and
the joint patriotic achievement of Healey and the T.U.C. in
agreeing on a 4i5 limit after August, which the hapless
Opposition are lambasted for failing to recognise and to
salute!
The Prime Minister grabbed at a tuft of Edelweiss as he
went over the edge.

"Aided", hc,added, as my cries of joy
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redoubled, "aided by the pay policy". But it won't do;
course he knew it wouldn't do.

and of

Ted Heath had a pay policy too -

and how! - and enforced it tightly in the very years 1972-74 when
money supply was soaring; but the money supply, said the Prime
Minister, was the reason why we had the inflation - and not any
failure or absence of pay policy.

Pay policy is succeddin7 now,

so the government claim, and inflation is falling; but it
happens, as the Prime Minister says, because the money supply had
previously grown more slowly.
Nov4we all understand how the politicians' minds work.

The

Prime Minister is as clear-sighted as a hawk about money supply
as the cause of inflation when it gives him a stIck to beat his
political opponents' record.

when it comes to drawing the
T',ut

consequence in the present and the future, his eyes are suddenly
clouded with a dense Homeric mist.

He remembers the thunder-

cloud of £12,000 million to be borrowed this year, which his own
administration has piled up, and he realises that it will be
exceedingly unpleasant to have to reduce it.

So he takes refuge

in the absurd compromise between opposites of saying that an
increase in money supply is less dangerous - "aided" is his word
- if you also have a pay policy.
The same political motivation, only inside out, keeps H.M.
Opposition doing their own version of the same splits. They hate
to admit that their own misdeeds in office caused the inflation
since 1973, and they remember that it was for the sake of the pay

410oolicy that they tore up their election pledges and died the
d2ath in February 1974.

On the other hand, they would love to

have the assistance of money supply for trouncing the profligacy
of socialism and laying up thunderbolts in reserve against the
day when, as they believe, inflation will swing upwards once more.
Meanwhile, the reiiTnof nonsense and self-contradiction continues. ‘Thileseckin:7what amusement we can draw from the
impossible postures of politicians, we olL7htto be chastened by tho
knowlede

that the public interest suffers; for upon a self-

ld'basis of theory,
y
contradictory and therefore liters:fl"incredib
neither resolute action by governments nor clear and inspiring
p-uid=e to the natior will to fortl-acoming.

NOT FOR PUBLICATION
BEFORE TIME OF DELIVERY
Speech by the Rt. Hon. J. Enoch Powell, MP, to the
"Wealth of Nations" anniversary dinner of the Selsdon
Group, at the R.A.C.; Pall Mall, S.W.1.
7.45 pm, Saturday, 5th June 1976

It is part of our human condition that we cannot perceive some
truths except at the price of being blind to others. We do not
therefore do injustice or dishonour to Adam Smith if, on the second
centenary of his most celebrated work, we take note of those aspects
of human nature and human society to which he, in common with his
•

age, was blind.

His 'invisible hand' of the market has passed into

the language, and we correctly treat as metaphor, and allowable metaphor, the verb which he attached to it.

That verb is 'lead': the

individual, says he, "is led by an invisible han

to promote an end

which was no part of his intention". What an urbane, trusting and
optimistic word is that verb "lead"; and even thougththe word "end"
was probably intended in no more final or anthropomorphic a sense
than if Smith had written "result", still the world to which it belongs
is the rationalist, deistic world of the eighteenth century, which
adored with serene confidence, the First Person of the Blessed Trinity,
but was more comfortable ignoring the Second Person.

It is the world

of Paley's Evidences (1794), the intricate clockwork universe which
of the divine watchmder.
' proved the existence and benvolence
A
Alas! we have learnt in these last two hundred years that there
is not one invisible hand but many, and that by most of them mankind
is torn and smitten and tormented - anything, in short, but "led",
and least of all to an "end" that can be eauated with "the public
interest". We have indeed discovered that man is "prop:rammed"- as our
modern word would be - and not just individually but socially. The
increase of our knowledge only increases the awe and fear with which
we peer into the depths of our dark ignorance of ourselves. The translucent mathematical mechanism of the "invisible hand" of Adam Smith's
market processes seems like a relic from some lost sunlit age of
innocence.

•

- 2 are missing from Adam Smith's view of
The great elements wIT.ich
morality and economics are the instinctual element in society and the
demonic element in man.

Their absence does not invalidate his percep-

tions and his deductions from those perceptions. Perhaps his doctrine
is all the more salutary for modern man as a reminder of the

ration-

ality which lies side by side with the irrational in our nature.

But

it does caution us against taking the Wealth of Nations as a "tract
for the times", which can be read straight into our contemporary
perplexities.

-

The word "nation" occurs in the very title of Adam Smith's work.
Yet unless I am mistaken he takes its meaning for granted and never
attempts to examine the term or its implications. The omission is
characteristic of the way in which Adam Smith and his contemporaries
could banish the irrational out of existence: for them it contained
no reality or interest and aroused no questioning. In consequence
their interpretation of man and society is for us zravely vitiated.
The Wealth of Nations appeared as the War of American Independence was
raging.

Burke had delivered his speech on conciliation with the

Colonies the year before.

It is instructive to examine Smith's

observations on the same theme.
He had two proposals in order of preference. The first was "that
Great Britain should voluntarily give up all authority over her colonim
and leave them to elect their own magistrates,to enact their own laws
and to make peace and war as they might think proper".

In other words,

total independence. This however he regarded as "such a measure as
never was and never will be adopted by any nation in the world" that word "nation" again!

What the relationship is between "nation"

and "colonies" - ith does not enouire, not even when he describes how
the "shopkeepers, tradesmen and attornies are become statesmen and
legislators, employed in contriving a new form of government for an
extensive,empire" - "empire" another problematic term treated as selfevidently unproblematic.
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The reasons which Smith assigns for his pessimism are significant.
The course he recommends would, he says, not only be "mortifying to
the pride" of the rulers of the nation but would deprive them "of the
disposal of many places of trust and profit, of many opportunities of
acauiring wealth and distinction, which the possession of the most
turbulent and (to the great body of the people) the most unprofitable
province seldom fails to afford".

This is the pure 'whips' office'

view of the world and of human nature, where every man has his price
in concrete terms and the skill of the game lies in selecting which
of the ringleaders to buy.

This comes out more crassly still when

Smith comes to make his second priority proposal for coping with the
American colonies - namely, to give them direct representation in
Parliament.
"Instead of piddling for the little prizes which are to be found
in what may be called the paltry raffle of colony faction, they might
then hope ... to draw some of the great prizes which sometimes come
from the wheel of the great state lottery of British politics
Unless this or some other method is found of gratifying the ambition
of the leading men of America, it is not very probable that they will
ever voluntarily submit to us."
Despite the ambiguous reference to "ambition", the key words
here are "prizes" - the choice is between little prizes in a "raffle"

41

or big prizes in a "lottery" - and'the leading men".

This is mightily

below even the contemporary apprehension of Burke, who, although he
too failed to gauge the full range and force of the elements in play,
founded his proposals for conciliation with the colonies upon a series
of propositions headed by this one, that "the colonies and plantations
of Great Britain in North America

have not had the liberty and

privilege of electing and sending any knights and burgesses or others
to represent them in the high court of parliament." The deduction,
however, which the subsequent propositions drew was not that the
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American colonies ought in justice to be somehow represented in
Parliament but that they could not be taxed nor legislated for by
parliament, nor therefore governed under its authority. Yet Burke no
more than Smith would have shared the insight of Thucydides in the
Melian dialogue, with its recurrence to the ultimate urge of human
nature, 'where there is power, to use it'.
Smith also refuses to face the popularity of the American war until Britain was seen to hairelost it, but insists on both sides in
seeing "the rulers" or "the leading men" as the active ingredient in
•

contrast with "the great body of the people", who are the passive
losers. This was, and is, not merely an inadequate analysis but an
illusory and dangerously illusory one;

the potent and instinctual

forces which move collectivities of men could not belmationally
located in the map of market medanism and comparative individual selfinterest. The laws of the market and the theorems founded upon selfinterest are not thereby refuted or rendered irrelevant; but in war
and peace, governing and being governed they can provide as little
guidance and illumination as the eaually irrefutable and unbreakable
laws of mathematics and mechanics.
The defect is not confined to the observation and analysis of the
relations of societies with one another:

it extends to the interior

of societies. Perhaps the most popular of all after-dinner Quotations
from Adam Smith is that about"the people of the same trade" Nho
"seldom meet together, even for merriment or diversion but the conversation ends in a conspiracy against the public or in some contrivance
to raise prices".

So far, so good;

but mark what follows.

"It is

impossible", Smith continues, "to prevent such meetings, by any law
which either could be executed, or would be consistent with liberty
and justice. But though the law cannot hinder people of the same trade
from sometimes assembling toFether, it oupthtto do nothing to facilitate such assemblies; much less to render them necessary.". Adam

•
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Smith, you see, has backed away, and left us without enlightenment or
guidance. The Conservative Party, ruefully contemplating the wreckage
of their gallant Industrial Relations Act, 1971, might well say to
him, "Thank you for nothing".

If there is a conspiracy against the

public, is it not by definition a function of the state to prevent
and punish it?

Nobody said anything about "facilitating" it, and

many of us happilypoint out that once the state itself sets up in the
business of controlling prices and other such matters, it soon finds
itself obliged to "render necessary" the private conspiracies. With
whom else do Shirley Williams and Denis Healey spend their days?

But

- what are we to say about "cannot hinder"? Would Adam Smith, then,
in 1976, be speaking from the Opposition front bench in the muddled
and self-contradictory language of a James Prior.

Smith, alas, has

left us in the lurch; and he has done so for the same reason as that
for which the Conservative Industrial Relations Bill went down to
disaster, and of which I warned them in November 1970.
He has not recognised, let alone plumbed, the motivation of these
"meetin0

- whether they were between merchants in Glasgow or cotton

operatives and miners on the moors of Staffordshire and Lancashire.
They are for purposes less rational and less intelligible than either
"merriment and diversion" or "conspiracy_against the public" - whoever_
that other, undefined term, "the public"; may be.

They are not

economic; they are social. They are not rational; they are instinctual.

They are not about individualadvantage; they are about power,

and that, collective power.
In this bi-centenary year of The .ealth of Nations, lecturers and
article-writers the world over have been setting-themselves the
question "Is Adam Smith relevant today?"

If they had asked themselves

the question, "Is Euclid relevant today?" the correct answer would
have been the same Janus

reply, 'Yes and ,o'. But if the context

of the question be the predicament of our country, of our nation, in
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1976, then for my part the scale weighs heavily towards the negative,
because I believe the true debate, the true crisis, belongs to a world
which for Adam Smith did not exist, and which his science can as little
interpret as Euclid's can.
The great Question is not whether this is to be a free nation, a
nation living under the rule of law and observing what Smith called
"liberty and justice". If that were the question, Smith could assist
us and the debate might proceed with the use of his vocabulary. But
there is a prior and a greater question:
all?

Is this to be a nation at

For the very terminology of that debate we would consult The

Wealth of Nations, despite its title, in vain.

People, I know, hate

zo be told, because they would gladly avert their eyes from the dark
underside of humanity, from what men really are and how they really
behave, what they risk death for and what they kill for.
nation now, and are you and I for it or against it?

Vh t is the

Happy were they,

two centuries ago, who never even suspected that such a question was
there to be asked.

SAFEGUARD BRITAFITCA=AIG'Z
Referendum First Anniversar, Press Conference 3rd June 1976.
3 pm, Waldorf Hotel, W.C.2.
The Rt. Hon. J. Enoch Powell MP.
The Cod War, Britain's humiliation is evidence that the day of
the nation state, even the small nation state, even the tiny nation
state, is not over. On the contrary, the nation state can impose
its will within its own environment more effectively today than fifty
or a hundred years ago. Britain, however, has been defeated and
humiliated not so much by Iceland as by the fact that she herself
has lost sovereignty aver her own seas by membership of the E.E.C.
By depriving her of any right over her own waters except such as her
E.E.C. partners may graciously be pleased unanimously to concede,
this has made her powerless to exert the unrivalled bargaining power
which a 200-mile economic zone round the United Kingdom would otherwise have given us. The Conservative Government which acceded to the
E.E.C. without securing Britain's maritime rights and the Labour
Government which concluded its so-called renegotition without doing
anything to re-assert those rights both share the blame and the shame.
Direct Elections would endow the E.E.C., to which the European
Communities Act 1972 transferred the legislative and fiscal supremacy
of Parliament,with direct democratic authority. Parliament could
not long maintain any claim to supervise or control what the directly
elected representatives of the U.K. had already controlled or
approved in the E.E.C. Direct elections therefore seal the extinction
of Britain's Parlimentary independence and self-government.
At the Referendum the matter was not so much as mentioned in the
official statement, not even under the topic "Will Parliament lose
its power?", and all references to the matter were put aside by
pointing to the Paris declaration of December 1974 that HMG could
not take up a position on the proposal for direct elections until
renegotiation was complete and the ffferendumhad been held - a
statement which cannot be reconciled with the claim that membership
involves commitment in principle to direct elections.
Now however it is clear that the Government intend Parliament
and the country to be hustled into direct elections. On 26th May
the Minister of State not only refused to undertake that the Government would await the expression of opinion by the House of Commons
before participating at the Council of Ministers in any decision on
direct elections but intimated plainly that if the House of Commons
and its select committee did not work to the Community's timetable,
the Government and the,Community would go ahead without them. Nobody
will be re-assured by the excuse that Parliament can refuse to pass
the necessary legislation. Parliament would be told that the Government and the national honour were already committed and that the
House of Commons must not repudiate them. That is how the European
Communities Bill was forced through in 1972 with Parliament denied the
opportunity to debate more than "the nuts and bolts" and not even to
amend those.

TITELICTION
NOT 7.012,.
BEFORE TIME OF DELIVERY
Speech by the Rt. Hon. J. Enoch Fowell, IT, at the
Charity Festival Ball Dinner of the Bangor District
ofr Commerce
Junior Cflatl_be
Co. Down, N.I.
Bangor,
Hotel,
Savoy
at the
at 7.30 pm, Saturday, 29 'lay1976

The certainties of one generation are the doubts of the next
generation. If this is so in science and theology, it is certailly
true in economics. Ve-ryoften the certainties turn out to have
but sometimes the old certainties were

been fallacies in fact;

right all the time, and have only been swept aside - or under the
carpet - by the broom of fashion. When this is the case, they
sooner or later return.
There is one such return that is desperately overdue and nowhere more desperately than in ITorthernIreland. A generation
ago it was an axiom that low interest rates are favourable to
economic activity and investment. Cheap capital was hailed as a
beneficent factor in theeconomic life of a community. So certain
was the connection held to be,that, as is the custom, people
thought that prosperity could actually be created by shamming or
fudging low rates of interest; for it is a besetting human
propensity to insist that the pretence is the same as the reality.
This was the reason why after the Second War the Government force,J
interest rates down artificially by flooding the market with their
paper and buying it up themselves. Hence the era of

per

'Daltonq, which many a provident but ill-

cent and the notorious
,

advised family has had cause to rue.
0

The reaction was severe.

Tt was found that evil and not

good followed from artificially low rat-s of interest; and by the
end of the 1950's the baby had been thrown out with the bath
water.

Opinion and Government action went to the opposite and

equally fallacious extreme, and interest rates were deliberately
driven up to high and ever hiE;herlevels for all kinds of absurd
reasons, such as to counteract inflation or tc defend the parity
of the pound.

I should know.

aas at the Treasury when Lord

rate u-eto a then almost unprecedented 7
Thorneycroft put 'ean]e
per cent.

ugh ago for me to disclose,that the
That :islong 6'1_

-
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in the bank rate wag the one item in all the measures of that
couragpous ard far-sighted Chancellor with which I ventured, as
Financial Secretary, to disagree, on the ground that, unlike the
rest, it had nothing to do with preventing inflation.
the reply, 'perhaps it does not;

'Uo', was

but it is an important signal'.

Ever since then we have taken a perverse delight in loading
ever higher rates of interest upon ourselves as if they did no
harm.

Never since the flagellants of the liddle Ages have people

laid the scourge across their own backs with as hearty a good will
as we have done with interest rates in the United Kingdom. What
a monstrosity a bank rate or ?minimum lending rate' of 105 or 11
is!

No economy can .prosper- it is a miracle if it survives -

, when money for investment or building is charged at 15

or higher.

And yet people go around moping about the deficiency of investment and wondering what is wrong with them.

Such interest rates

do not represent the true balance of supply and demand for
investible savings - which is the proper meaning and function of
an interest rate.

How comes this about, then, and why do we

tolerate and indulge this monstrous folly?
There are two excuses, both of them bad, and one of tiJem
based on a pure fallacy.
The fallacious excuse - one which is rampant in these very
days - is t at we are forced to put up interest rates here to
higher levels than in other countries because
,

We

must prevent tho

exchange rate of the pound from falling by maki - it less attract-

* ive for those who are still free to exchange sterling into other
currencies to do so.

The fallacy here is that there is not the

slightest reason for attempting to influence the movement of the
sterling rate:
harm

it does us no harm if it goes up, it does us no

it goes down.

It is merely an indication of what we are

doing to the value of our own money here at home and of certain
changes in supply and demand in the world economy with which we
could not interfere even if there were any sense in doing so.

The

international beggar-my-neighbflr game of competitive increases in
interest rates is pure lunacy.
and it is Ilarmful.

It is unnecessary; it is futile;
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The other excuse for weLatwe do is a real one, but none the
less evil for that.

The rate of interest is driven up by the

government's dire necessity to torrow huge sums from the public,
at home and abroad - the celebrated 'net borrowing reauirement'
of no less than 7,l2,000million in this present year.

It is Quite

true that the alternative, if the Government fails to borrow the
money, is horrific - they would be forced to create it instead
and pour it onto the current inflation, lihe petrol onto a bonfire,.
Tt is also true that if the Government is to borrow these vast SUMS
it must drive interest rates up to such heights that everyone is
bound to assume that the next change will be downward and that
-

. therefore the lenders will make a tax-free capital gain.
4

things are true;

but the mischf,

These

the monstrous absurdity,is that

the Government should be tudgeting to borrow such terrific amounts
gt all.
If the Government were to reduce its expenditure and therefore its borrowing, interest rates would fall like a stone to
levels at which commerce and industry would be happy, indeed eaer,
to invest. 1Tobodywould be,worse off and everybody would be better
off.

I:obodywould be worse off,because the resources which the

Government no longer borrowed and used, would be borrowed and used
by other people.

Everybody would be better off,because tho uses

to which other people would put these

resources woulf be

more profitable in the present and more productive in the future
than the uses to which the Government puts them.
1Towtherefore in Bangor Co. Down, on this auspicious occasion
of your Junior Chamber's Charity Ball, I inaugurate a new era or rather I recall an older era - of sanity and well-being.

I do

so by declarin7 to you an aiE, rational, attainable and beneficent,
and I promise that if you make me Chancellor of the Exchequer I
will accomplish it and empty a cornucopia over your heads.
is it?

It i

bark rate at 3 ccr cert.

What

NOT FOR ?UBLICATION
BEFORE TLIE OF DELIVERY
Speech by the Rt. Hon. J. Enoch Powell, 16T,to the
IdondayClub of Ulster at the Carleton St. Orange
Hall, Portadown, Co. Armagh.
1976
at 7.45 pm, Friday, 28th 1.:iay

This week has witnesarla dramatic change - certainly the most
dramatic since 1968 - in Parliament, in government and in the
immigration.
Commonwealth/
of
subject
the
surrounding
climate
whole
the
media,in
In the hearts of those of us who have watched events for years
with deepening foreboding and even despair this change has aroused
a flicker of hope that perhaps at last, at the eleventh hour and
beyond it, the nation mi7ht

address itself to a peril to

its very future existence, in comparison with which the severest
economic disturbances and even the physical threats of a dangerous
outside world fade into insignificance.
I have a particular reason for mentioning this at the outset
of my speech here in County Armagh - perhaps to your surprise,
because although the conseeuences of the massive and continuing
Commonwealth immigration concern the nation as a whole, they are
only directly seen and felt in England, and only in certain parts
of England. You here in Portadown have been as ignorant of,and
indifferent to, the impact of immig ation upon your fellow-citizens
in Bradford or Leicester, .iolverhamptonor Willesden, as they have
been ignorant of, and indifferent to, the impact upon your society,
your way of life and your survival of the war that has been waged
against this province by its enemies. If you feel - as you do isolated, misunderstood, forgotten, unheard by the rest of the
nation, I can tell you that, for much longer than the peace of
this province has been disturbed, millions of your fellow-citizens
across the water have c perienced a like frustration and dismay at
finding themselves not merely unheard and ignored by Parliament,
by the political parties and ty the rest of the people, but
positively silenced and shunned.
T tell you of this because one of our besetting dangers in

Northern Ireland is to imaezinethat we are the unique victims of
neglect and incomprehensien. Our predicament, indeed, wears a
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special and tragic fo/m; but there is nothing unique in the general
nature of our experience. It is not the exception, it is the rule,
that the dangers and the afflictions which affect one section of a
nation are only tardily recognised and even more tardily remedied
by that nation as a whole.
lot;

Our lot in this has been the common

and we shall cause our influence to be weakened and our

judgement to be warped if we yield to the ever-present temptations
either to withdraw into a self-pitying isolation, where we can
bellyache to our hearts/content that 'nobody loves us', or to
resort to bragging threats of getting what we want and feel to be
our rights by taking the law into our own hands.
Of all people the Unionist cannot yield to these temptations
without renouncing his principles and destroying his cause - which,
of course, i,-:
the reason why his enemies and the opponents of the
Union would be delighted to see him do just that and gloatingly
encourage every such impulse. The Gospel saying that 'the Kingdom
of Heaven is taken by storm and men force their way into it' has
bT:en a crux of expositors for nearly two thousand years; but
whatever it means, one thi ,Lis certain: it applies to the
Kingdom of Heaven, and not to the United Kingdom.

The nationalist,

the rebel, the seceder - those are the people who can, and
frequently do, obtain their aims by lawlessness and force. You
can get out of an association or a society or a nation by breaking
its laws and by turning your back upon it.

What you cannot do is

to maintain your membership of it by those methods;
who imagines that

you ever could,

and anyone

has misread the history of

Ulster - whether in 1912 or 1920 or 1972.
But I am preaching, in this hall at least, to the converted.
Under the leadership of Harry Jest - and for this he deserves our
eternal gratitude - the Ulster Unionist Party has steadily proclaimed, in the midst of all manner of pressures and inducements
tc do the contrary, that it can and will attain

its aims, which

are the realisation of Ulster's just claims, by action within the
law alone.

;Jemust be clear exactly what that means.

It means

that, where the law today gives Ulster less than her due, we are
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pledged and resolved to obtain redress through P rliament,which
under the Crown is the sole source of law within this realm.
repeat;

I

the aims of Unionism, because it is Unionism, can only

be attained through and under the lay of the Union, and therefore
they can only be attained under and through Parliament. I add one
rider.

To obtain a thing through Parliament is to obtain it by

securing the assent of a majority in the House of Commons.
From that conclusion there is no escape for any Unionist.
That is why the Unionist representatives of this province in
Parliament are called upon to bear the crucial responsibility.
Nobody can relieve us of it or transfer it to other shoulders.
But all Unionists, through clear understandLg and unwearying
resolution, can make it possible for us to carry and to discharge
that responsibility.
The aims of Unionism of which I have spoken are simply stated.
They can be accurately and completely summed up in two propositions:
equal treatment in all respects with all other citizens and all
other parts of the Kingdom; and devolved and local government for
our province within the Union on like terms as it is enjoyed by
any other part of the Kingdom.

In securing those aims in the place

where they can alone be secured,in Parliament, we have one pricele
and in the long ran irresistible asset.
and indisputable justice of our aims.

It is

the manifest

They may, as I have reminded

you that other just claims often are, be heard, admitted and
granted more slowly and with more delay and difficulty than they
would be if we possessed, what no man possesses, the magic wand
of instant wish-fulfilment. But one thing is certain: nobody can
argue against them;

and in the House of Commons sooner or later

the thing against which no one can argue will prevail.
I have sought, as is the duty of the representative when any
great matter is taken in hand, to show you how difficult and yet
how schievable it is.

Let me now for a moment take you closer to

the scene, so that we can look at it in some detail.
This parliament has run one and a half years out of its
ms imum of five.

But so faT.as Ulster is concerned, its practical
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duration up to now has beun no more than three or four months,
because, as long as the Convention -as in prospect or in existence, there was of necessity a virtual moratorium, and both
government and Parliament had a logical excuse for doing what
politicians alwys prefer to do with anything particularly
difficult. 1Teverthelessthe time has not been wasted.

We not

only now have the majority answer of the people of this province,
duly obtained and firmly and permanently recorded, to the qnestion
how they prefer to be governed, but there has in this parliament,
together with the short one which preceded it, been suctia
transformation in the standing and acceptance of Ulster's representatves as those who re=ber

the grim, calamitous sessions

of 1969 to 1973 would hardly have dared to hope for.

No one now

doubts or disputes that the Ulster Unionists are an integral even, it could be, a crucial - element in this House of Commons,
and that they will not

falter or fail in claiming and exercising

their birthright there.
Brief, however, though

the period has been since government

and Parliament have been deprived of all excuse for denying attention to _,orthernIreland more has been accomplished in those first
preliminary months than is generally recognised.
Let me give you an example. We were faced with the Fair
Employment Bill, a government commitment left over from the dismal
era of Heath, Whitelaw and (if you remember him) Van Straube-rzoe.
Like all anti-discrimination le?'4slation,it is grossly discriminatory itself and potentially dama-ing to community and industrial
relations here, as the relevant representative organisations have
confirmed. We therefore went on record,as was our duty, by
voting against it;

but the sianificant fact is that we have

secured by our work in Parliament not only a virtual rewriting of
our own terms of important parts of the Bill but modifications of
government policy for administering it which will go far to
prevent the most objectionable consequences. In another field
altogether, that of security, we have not been mere passive
spectators, or even passive supporters, of the new and basisally
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sound policy 7hich goes by the rather unfortunate name of "the
primacy of the police".

To have set ourselves to fit the UDR for

the crucial role in the defence of this province which we believe
it ought to have;

and we have already secured the government's

asceptance in principle of a series of propositions for
strengthenim7 the UDR, most notably by providing a regular company
in each battalion. lAayI say in passing that we hope our efforts
will be seconded in the province by the practical demonstration
of even more widespread offers of service in all branches of the
RUC and UDR and their reserves. There is no better way in which
the men and women of Ulster can personally tell the terrorist
that he will never win.
This brings me to our constitutional rights.

Since 1972 it

has been a standing grievance that parliament leEislated for this
province not by proper parliamentary procedures as for Great
Britain but by Orders in Council and Statutory Rules, which afford
little opportunity for debate and none for amendment.

I can tell

you that the force of this grievance has been recognised, and that
we may in future expect to see more and more of the laws which the
citizen must obey being made for the people of Northern Ireland by
the same due process and democratic scrutiny and sanction as they
are made for the rest of the Kingdom. At the same time, we are
accorded increased facilities on the floor of the House - and we
hope in due course to improve upon them still further - for
suph
for the present will
examining and controlling legislation as
still unavoidably have to take the form of Northern Ireland Orders.
more important still is the fact that the government has
Iviuch
at last seen the necessity of abandoning its attitude of total
refusal to consider th-,possibility of fair and equal representation for this province in Parliament. Tb. refusal was never
defensible in logic or justice, and it has become unsustainable
in the context of the -croposedleislation to give devolution to
Wales and Scotland without reducing their representation - it is
a much more generous representation than that of England - in the
larliament. Nor is this the only door which that
United Kin.7,dom
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legislation can open to the progressive achievement of our Unionist
aims, since it will oblige Parliament and the public to concentrate
their attention for many months in the very areas in which this
province is at present disadvantaged.
You will not expect me to conceal from you the intensity or
the duration of the political effort which lies ahead of us all,
as we strive to "notch up" the achievement of one after another of
our objects. Ulster People, beyond all others, know that nothing
worth having and nothing enduring comes easily or quickly in this
world and that hopes are not fulfilled except through unremitting
determination, tempered by confidence in our cause and faith in the
goodness of Providence. The whole history of Ulster is a commentary
upon this text;

and from that history we draw our heloe.
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The Ulster Unionist Council through its Executive Committee took recently
a decision,of great importance. It was not a decision that was unexpected. In
fact, those who know the alster Unionist Party would not have expected any other
decision. It was simply this, that the Party would not countenance any attempt
to secure any of its objects by other than lawful means.
As I have said, the decision was so natural as to be essentially inevitable.
The objects of the Unionist Party being to maintain Northern Ireland as an
integral part of the United Kingdom, to secure for its people the same rights in
every respect as their fellow subjects in the r.:::st
of the Kingdom, and to enjoy
a form of local self-governmentwhich does not prejudice or conflict with the
maintenance of the Unions "It would be the most direct and inconceivable
contradiction to seek to obtain those objects by breaking or repudiating or
setting at naught the very law of the United Kingdom itself. Our ends can only
be gained by means of the law of the United Kingdom, and thoir achievement will
be embodied in that law.
There is one source, and one source only, of law in the United Kingdom, and
,;:atis the Crown in Parliament. Only by Parliament and by the authority of
Parliament is the L—w made, changed or re-made; and since the dominant and active
element in Parliament is the House of Commons, no aims which involve a change in
the law can be lawfully sought br attained except through a majority in the House
of Commons. ';hentherefore the Unionist Party nroclaimSthat it will pursue its
purposes by lawful means alone, that is another way of saying that its object is
to convince a majority in the House of Commons that the law ought to be so
changed.
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-2This is what the United Ulster Unionist Coalition said in its manifesto at
the General Election, on the basis of which my colleamues and I were all elected:
"The United Ulster Unionists in Parliament will seek to use their position in
the way which seems most likely to secure the understanding and acceptance of
Ulster's just demands by Parliament and the implementationof the United Ulster
Unionist programme for Northern Ireland." It would, indeed, be an irony of ironies
if we, who repudiate for our Province any principles of government except the
democratic rule of an elected majority and who regard the United Kingdom as one
nation and ourselves as an integral part of it, were to do other than acknowledge
and uphold the same democratic principle in the supreme forum of Parliament.
There are two misconceptions here against which we have to be on our guard,
because both are prayed in aid by those who would tempt Ulster Unionism into the
• •••••••••••••"4•4••••••••••••a••••••••

self-destructive contradiction of proposing to attain its ends by means outside
the law.
One of these misconceptions is to suTdose that in order to persuade the
majority one must be the majority and that therefore since Ulster is a small
minority of the United Kingdom and its Unionist members a still smaller minority
in the House of Commons, we cannot hope to persuade it to meet our claims. This
is absurd. The House of Commons is a great collection of minorities, many as
smaller smaller than ourselves. 1,1mostany interest cf which Parliament by a
majority takes eccount is a minority interest: the deep sea fishing constituencies
are a minority; the North-West, the North-East, the South-West are minorities; the

3 per cent of the total workforce; dare I say
the new Commonwealth immigrants are, as yet, no more than 4 or 5 per cent of the

agricultural workers are less

than

population? I could go on without end giving examples. Yet all these minorities
gain the attention of the House of Commons and occupy their share and more than
their numerical share of its time, and a large part of the legislation of
--Parliament, if you will examine it, is concerned with meeting the needs and
demands of minorities.
If a case be fair and just,

as

ours is fair and just, if a case be unanswerable

(as ours is unanswerable), the House of Commons will

ive ear to it, though that

case wore the case of a minority of one, provided the minority will make its
case with persistence, with courage and with zeal. History itself is my ilitness.
The other misconception is that bLcuase the law which Parliament makes or
telerates aupears - or indeed is manifestly - defective or unfair or foolish,
therefore it is no law at all, not bindinm on the subject, and fit to be repudiated
or broken at will. Parliament has often made or tolerated defective, unjust or
feolish statutes; but those who have pleaded throumhout history to change them end
have succeeded in persuading Parliament to do so have not denied meanwhile that
the law was the law and valid. Indeed, fee whole story of our broadening British

-3-liberties would have been reduced to a meaningless chaos, if those who set
themselves to rform the law had started by repudiating it.
The present law which applies to Northern Ireland is in fact defective and
unjust. It denies us full and fair representation in Parliament - nobody can
argue otherwise, nor find sustainable grounds to justify that unfairness. It
denies us the right to join, through our representatives, in making by due
Parliamentary procedure a considerable portion of the legislation which applies
to our Province. It withholds from us local government in the sense in which
the rest of the Kingdom has enjoyed it for nearly a hundred years. These are
all defects, injustices, which must be remedied, which Parliament must remedy;
that is no reason for denying that they are the present law or for pretending
:a

one i

en i

er to cfl,_iTlenor
ge chan7e them by repudiating the'exclusive

lawful authority of Parliament.
It is the republican terrorist, who, in the dock, turns his back on the
judge and "refuses to recognise the court". That is no attitude for any Unionist
to strike. Like the Aoman who, reliant on the privileee of his citizenship,
has "appealed unto Caesar", we floe not nur judges but our peers with pride, with
candour and with confidence. Towards that focal point of Parliament all the
efforts and the energies, the eloquence and the earnestness, of Ulster Unionists
must now, from voter to branch, from branch to aesociation, from association to
Party, be unceasingly directed until - in the words of our Election promise "the just demands of Ulster are understood and accepted" in the one place where
they can be fulfilled.

